Kundalini Yoga Festival 2012 – Chateau Anand
Security Department
Preliminary Note
This year’s YF will take place at the new location Chateau Anand.
The new location requires a reworked and adjusted security concept.
This concept will be integrative part of the overall festival concept
which is in progress. It will take some more weeks before we can give
detailed information on shift plans, number of people needed for
various responsibilities, pre arrival, closing days etc..
We expect having finished the concept including responsibilities, shift
plans, number of people needed etc. by April 16th, 2012.
You can register for security from now on and you will receive the staff
registration form and specific information request in the meantime.
After April 16th, 2012 we will be happy to give you an answer.
Thank you very much for your understanding.
Application for doing seva at security
If you want to apply for security please check the YF website regularly,
read the requirements at job description and if you fit to those send
e-mail to
yoga.festival.security@3ho-kundalini-yoga.eu
General Information
The Security Guard at YF is in charge for all areas of security
such
-

as
welcoming visitors
giving out information, rules and regulations
giving park ( and ride) instruction

checking
- registration badges
- parking permits
- parking area
- camping area

-

bazaar area
make sure people follow the rules

Security may also take immediate action in case of emergency such as
accidents, illness, safety hazards or other unusual situations.
The main responsibility is to observe and report.
As a Gate or Walking Patrol you will check the tents, houses and cars
and keep aware of unauthorized individuals in all areas at day and
night.
The guards keep radio contact with each other.
A detailed briefing at the beginning and a daily team meeting are
compulsory for all team members. Apply for security only if you can
ensure this.
Required Abilities
You should be 21 years old at least, speak fluent English,
be good in non-violent communication and of physical and mental
health.
On the one hand side you need to be friendly, calm, open and intuitive
and on the other hand you have to be self confident, straight, clear,
and tough.
The challenge of doing security at Y.F. is to be focused at all times,
even if you just finished white tantric, yoga exercises or meditation.

